How atypical is atypical language dominance?
Atypical, right-hemisphere language dominance is poorly understood. It is often observed in patients with brain reorganization due to lesions early in life. It can also be encountered in seemingly normal individuals. We compared the patterns of neural language activation in 7 individuals with left- and 7 with right-hemisphere language dominance, none of whom had any evidence of brain lesions. We speculated that incongruencies in the activation patterns in atypical, right-hemisphere language dominance could indicate a reorganized neural language system after undetected early brain damage. Functional magnetic resonance imaging analysis of brain activation during phonetic word generation demonstrated (1). no increased activation in the subdominant hemisphere in right compared to left language dominance, (2). a similar variability in the pattern of activation in both groups, and (3). a mirror reverse pattern of activation in right- compared to left-hemisphere dominant subjects. These findings support the view that in individuals with an unrevealing medical history right-hemispheric dominance constitutes a natural rather than an abortive variant of language lateralization.